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NOME ALLIEVO: DATA & ORA:

01. The lift formula is:

a) L= W

b) L= CL 1/2 RHO V2 S

c) L= n W

d) L= CL 2 RHO V2 S

02. Basic Empty Mass is:

a) Dry Operating Mass minus fuel load.

b) Dry Operating Mass minus traffic load.

c) A component of Dry Operating Mass.

d) The actual take-off mass minus traffic load.

03. Given:Distance from departure to destination: 400 NM Endurance: 2,5 hTAS: 115 ktGround Speed Out: 130 kt
Ground Speed Home: 105 ktWhat is the distance of the PSR from the departure point?

a) 73 NM

b) 179 NM

c) 255 NM

d) 145 NM

04. The limits of the green scale of an airspeed indicator are:

a) VS1 for the lower limit and VNE for the upper limit

b) VS0 for the lower limit and VNO for the upper limit

c) VS1 for the lower limit and VLO for the upper limit

d) VS1 for the lower limit and VNO for the upper limit
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05. In the Flight Management Computer (FMC) of the Flight Management System (FMS), data relating to cruising
speeds is stored in the:

a) Air data computer

b) Navigation database

c) Performance database

d) Beyond 100 NM because insufficient antenna tilt angle is available with the mapping mode

06. Which word or phrase shall be used if you want to say: 'Wait and I will call you'?

a) Roger.

b) Go ahead.

c) Wilco.

d) Standby.

07. A jet transport has the following structural limits:-Maximum Ramp Mass: 63 060 kg-Maximum Take Off Mass: 62
800 kg-Maximum Landing Mass: 54 900 kg-Maximum Zero Fuel Mass: 51 300 kgThe aeroplane's fuel is loaded
accordance with the following requirements:-Taxi fuel: 400 kg-Trip fuel: 8400 kg-Contingency & final reserve fuel:
1800 kg-Alternate fuel: 1100 kgIf the Dry Operating Mass is 34930 kg, determine the maximum traffic load that can
be carried on the flight if departure and landing airfields are not performance limited.

a) 16 430 kg

b) 17 070 kg

c) 16 370 kg

d) 16 570 kg

08. The holder of a pilot licence, when acting as co-pilot of an aircraft required to be operated with a co-pilot, shall
be entitled to be credit with not more than:

a) 40 % of the co-pilot flight time towards, the total flight time required for a higher grade of a pilot licence

b) 50 % of the co-pilot flight time towards the total flight time required for a higher grade of pilot licence

c) 60 % of the co-pilot flight time towards, the total flight time required for a higher grade of a pilot licence

d) 100 hours of flying time required for a higher grade of a pilot licence
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09. A water film sufficiently thick to give a shiny appearance to the runway.2. a water film or loose or slushy snow
equivalent to more than 3 mm of water.3. compacted snow (a solid mass which may not be compacted further).4.
ice, including wet ice.5. moist grass.The combination regrouping all the correct statements is:

a) 1, 2, 3, 4

b) 1, 3, 4

c) 2, 3, 4

d) 1, 3, 4, 5

10. Which statement is true for hurricanes in the North Atlantic?

a) The diameter is 50-500 m

b) They intensify rapidly after landfall

c) Their greatest frequency of occurrence is in winter

d) From the earth's surface up to the tropopause the core is warmer than its surroundings

11. At reference or use or Performance Manual MEP 1 Figure 3.2 Given:OAT: 25°CPressure Altitude: 3000 ft RWY:
24LWind: 310°/20ktsTake off Mass: 4400 lbs Heavy Duty Brakes installed.Other conditions as associated in the
header of the graph.What is the Accelerate and Stop Distance under the conditions given?

a) 3750 ft

b) 3350 ft

c) 4000 ft

d) 4300 ft

12. Given:X = Distance A to point of equal time (PET) between A and B E = EnduranceD = Distance A to B O =
Groundspeed 'on'H = Groundspeed 'back'The formula for calculating the distance X to point of equal time (PET) is:

a) X = D x H / (O + H)

b) X = D x O x H / (O + H)

c) X = E x H / (O + H)

d) X = D x O / (O + H)

13. In which frequency band do most airborne weather radars operate?

a) UHF

b) SHF

c) VHF

d) 550 FT/MIN
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14. What effect has a tailwind on the maximum endurance speed?

a) No effect

b) The IAS will be decreased

c) The IAS will be increased

d) Tailwind only effects holding speed

15. Scanning at night should be performed by:

a) Slight eye movements to the side of the object

b) Avoiding food containing Vitamin A

c) Concentrated fixation on an object (image must fall on the fovea)

d) Scanning with one eye open

16. In a given configuration the endurance of a piston engine aeroplane only depends on:

a) Altitude, speed, mass and fuel on board.

b) Speed, mass and fuel on board.

c) Speed and mass.

d) Altitude, speed and mass.

17. According to JAR-FCL, establishment of separate type rating for aeroplanes will be assessed on the basis of
three criteria. One of these three criteria is that the aeroplane has:

a) Handling characteristics that require additional flying or simulator training

b) A certificate of airworthiness issued by the manufacturer.

c) A certificate of airworthiness issued by a non-member state.

d) Handling characteristics that require the use of more than one crew member

18. The Ground Proximity Warning System (GPWS) is a system working according to a height span ranging from:

a) 50 ft to 2 500 ft

b) The ground to 500 ft

c) 30 ft to 5 000 ft

d) The ground to 1 000 ft
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19. Given:Distance from departure to destination 1860 NM GS Out 360 KTGS Home 400 KTWhat is the time of the
PET from the departure point?

a) 132 min

b) 147 min

c) 163 min

d) 22 min

20. What mass has to be entered in the loading chart for aviation fuel F 34 if 170 l may be refuelled? (Fuel density =
0.78 kg/l)

a) 133 kg

b) 218 kg

c) 170 kg

d) 133 daN

21. Which of these statements about the wing structure is correct?

a) A torsion box is formed by wing spars, ribs and wing skin reinforced by stringers.

b) The slats are a part of the torsion box.

c) A semi-monocoque structure consists of the skin and frames.

d) A Wing Main Spar Consists Of A Web With Stringers.

22. A jet aeroplane, with the geometrical characteristics shown in the appendix, has a take-off weight (W) of 460 000
N and a centre of gravity (point G on annex) located at 15.40 m from the zero reference point.At the last moment the
station manager has 12 000 N of freight added in the forward compartment at 10 m from the zero reference
point.The final location of the centre of gravity, calculated in percentage of mean aerodynamic chord AB (from
point A), is equal to:

a) 16.9 %.

b) 27.5 %.

c) 35.5 %.

d) 30.4 %.

23. The optimum long-range cruise altitude for a turbojet aeroplane:

a) Is always equal to the powerplant ceiling

b) Is independent of the aeroplane mass

c) Increases when the aeroplane mass decreases

d) Is only dependent on the outside air temperature
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24. The DME (Distance Measuring Equipment) operates within the following frequencies:

a) 329 to 335 MHz

b) 108 to 118 MHz

c) 962 to 1213 kHz.

d) Greater detail can be obtained at the more distant ranges of the smaller water droplets

25. To indicate that he is no longer occupying the active runway a pilot shall report to the controller:

a) Runway free

b) Runway cleared

c) Clear of runway

d) Runway vacated

26. Sound propagates through the air at a speed which only depends on:

a) Temperature and the pressure.

b) Temperature.

c) Density.

d) Pressure.

27. How far from other parking areas or installations is the parking area designated for aircraft subjected to
unlawful interference to be not less than?

a) 100 m

b) 300 m

c) 200 m

d) 50 m

28. A category II precision approach (CAT II) is an approach with:

a) A decision height of at least 200 ft

b) A decision height of at least 100 ft

c) No decision height

d) A decision height of at least 50 ft
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29. Carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning in flight:

a) Can be cured by breathing into a plastic bag to retain the carbon monoxide.

b) Presents an extremely dangerous situation as the blood may not be able carry sufficient amounts
of oxygen to vital cells and tissues of the body.

c) Is a complication when hyperventilating and requires its own special and individual treatment.

d) Is usually harmless because oxygen is more easily attached to haemoglobin than carbon monoxide to a magnitude of 200
times.

30. An aircraft on an IFR flight in VMC experiences radio communication failure. The aircraft is assumed to:

a) Return to the aerodrome of departure

b) Land at the alternate aerodrome

c) Land at the nearest suitable aerodrome

d) Land at the destination aerodrome

31. In a complex task high levels of arousal

a) Improve performance

b) Narrow the span of attention

c) Reduce failures

d) Lead to better decision-making

32. In accordance with IR-OPS (Aerodrome Operating Minima), an operator must ensure that system minima for
'non-precision approach procedures', which are based upon the use of ILS without glidepath (LLZ only), MLS, GLS,
VOR/DME, NDB, SRA, and VDF are no lower than MDH following value with:

a) VOR facility, lowest MDH=250 ft

b) ILS facility without glidepath (localizer) lowest MDH=200 ft

c) VOR/DME facility, lowest MDH=300 ft

d) NDB facility, lowest MDH=350 ft

33. Disturbance of the biological clock appears after a:1. bad night's sleep2. day flight Amsterdam - New York3. day
flight Amsterdam - Johannesburg4. night flight New York - Amsterdam

a) 2 and 4 are correct

b) 1,2,3 and 4 are correct

c) 1 and 3 are correct

d) 1,2 and 3 are correct
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34. The criterion which shall be used to determine that a specific level is occupied by an aircraft shall be, (except
that appropriate ATS authorities may specify a smaller criterion):

a) +/- 200 ft.

b) +/- 150 ft.

c) +/- 300 ft.

d) +/- 250 ft.

35. In large modern aircraft, in the air conditioning system, reduction of air temperature and pressure is achieved
by:

a) An expansion turbine.

b) An evaporator.

c) A condenser.

d) A Compressor.

36. An 'Automatic Terminal Information Service' provides:

a) Information concerning en-route weather phenomena which may effect the safety of aircraft operation

b) Routine information to arriving and departing aircraft by means of continuous and repetitive broadcast

c) Weather reports relating a specific number of aerodromes located within a flight information region (FIR)

d) Current meteorological and operational information essential for the safety of the air navigation within a FIR

37. What is meant when departure control instruct you to 'resume own navigation' after you have been vectored to
an airway?

a) Advisories will no longer be issued by AT

b) Radar Service is terminated.

c) Radar Service is terminated. You are still in radar contact, but must make position reports.

d) You should maintain that airway by use of your navigation equipment.

38. With what type of cloud is 'DZ' precipitation most commonly associated?

a) CB

b) ST

c) CU

d) CC
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39. The vertical command bar of a flight director:

a) Repeats the position information given by the ILS in the horizontal plane.

b) Repeats the position information given by the ILS in the vertical plane.

c) Gives information about the direction and the amplitude of the corrections to be applied on the control commands.

d) Gives information only about the direction of the corrections to be applied on the bank of the aircraft.

40. To prevent vertigo in flight we should

a) Look towards the sides when we make a turn

b) Breath deeply but control the respiratory frequency

c) Not move the head suddenly while we are turning

d) Keep breathing normally

41. Interference drag is the result of:

a) Separation of the induced vortex

b) Downwash behind the wing

c) The addition of induced and parasite drag

d) Aerodynamic interaction between aeroplane parts (e.g. wing / fuselage)

42. Assuming an initial condition in straight and level flight with CL = 1. What will be the new value of CL after the
value of the speed has doubled?

a) 0.25

b) 2.00

c) 1.00

d) 0.50

43. The heading rose of an HSI is frozen on 200°.Lined up on the ILS of runway 25, the localizer needle will be:

a) Centred

b) Centred with the 'fail' flag showing

c) Right of centre

d) Full scale deflection right with a 'to' indication
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44. In accordance with JAR-OPS, an operator must ensure that the MDH for a VOR/DME approach is not lower than:

a) 250 ft

b) 350 ft

c) 300 ft

d) 200 ft

45. Given:Distance from departure to destination 1950 NM GS Out 400 ktGS Home 300 kt What is the time of the
PET from the departure point?

a) 223 min

b) 167 min

c) 125 min

d) 29 min

46. What shall the pilot's read back be for 'Climb to FL 280':

a) Climbing to flight level two eighty

b) Climbing to flight level two eight zero

c) Climbing to two eighty

d) Climbing two eight zero

47. What does the word "NEGATIVE" mean?

a) Proposed action granted.

b) Permission not granted.

c) Consider that transmission as not sent.

d) Disregard last instruction.

48. If all long range navigation systems of an aircraft become unserviceable during a flight in MNPS airspace, and if
no instructions are received from the air traffic control, you must consider:

a) Return to departure airport

b) Descend below the MNPS space

c) Land at the nearest airport

d) Climbing or descending 500 feet
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49. The purpose of a battery control unit is generally to isolate the battery 1 - from the bus when the battery charge
has been completed 2 - when there is a battery overheat condition 3 - in case of an internal short circuit 4 - in case
of a fault on the ground power unit The combination which regroups all of the correct statements is:

a) 1 - 2 - 3

b) 1

c) 1 - 2 - 3 - 4

d) 1 - 2

50. A braking action given by ATS of 0.25 and below is:

a) Medium / Poor

b) Good

c) Poor

d) Medium

51. The heading read on the dial of a directional gyro is subject to errors, one of which is due to the movement of
the aircraft.This error...

a) Is, in spite of this, insignificant and may be neglected

b) Is at its greatest value when the aircraft follows a meridional track

c) Is dependent on the ground speed of the aircraft, its true track and the average latitude of the flight

d) Shows itself by an apparent rotation of the horizontal axis of the gyroscope which seems to turn at 15° per hour to the
right in the northern hemisphere

52. Which statement regarding V1 is correct?

a) V1 must not exceed VMCG

b) V1 must not exceed VR

c) The V1 correction for up-slope is negative

d) When determining the V1, reverse thrust is only allowed to be taken into account on the remaining symmetric engines

53. A cumulonimbus cloud in the vicinity of an aeroplane can cause certain navigation systems to give false
indications.This is particularly true of the:

a) Weather radar

b) VOR

c) DME

d) Orbital plane and the Earth's axis
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54. The landing field length required for jet aeroplanes at the alternate (wet condition) is the demonstrated landing
distance plus

a) 92%

b) 67%

c) 70%

d) 43%

55. Which of the following, if any, is a prerequisite if a receiver of a NAVSTAR/GPS satellite navigation system is to
be used in combination with a multi sensor system?

a) The prescribed IFR-equipment must be in working correctly and the navigation information continuously displayed

b) The RAIM-function of the GPS receiver must be able to monitor all prescribed navigation systems

c) The prescribed IFR-equipment must be installed and operational

d) 36000 km

56. Which of the following sequences shows the correct elements of a position report in the correct order? 1) call
sign 2) reported position 3) heading (°M) 4) level or altitude 5) next position 6) ETA of the next position7) aircraft
type8) time of reported position

a) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

b) 1, 2, 8, 4, 5, 6,

c) 1, 7, 2, 6, 4

d) 1, 2, 4, 5, 6

57. A wide body takes off on a clear night in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. Shortly after take off the aircraft's rate of climb
drops to zero. This can be due to

a) A very strong temperature inversion

b) Low relative humidity

c) Very pronounced downdrafts

d) Sand/dust in the engines

58. If you are requested to report your height, to which Q-code-setting would you refer?

a) QNH

b) QFE

c) QBI

d) QDM
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59. When a contracting state renders valid a licence issued by another contracting state the validity of the
authorisation

a) Shall not extend beyond the period of validity of the licence

b) Shall not extend beyond the period of validity of the licence other than for use in private flights

c) The Contracting state rendering a licence valid may extend the date of the validity at its own discretion

d) Shall not extend more than 15 days from the date of the licence

60. Which phrase shall be used if you want to say: 'An error has been made in this transmission (or message
indicated). The correct version is ...':

a) QNH 1017, negative QNH 1016

b) QNH 1017, negative 1016

c) QNH 1017, correction QNH 1016

d) QNH 1017, negative I say again 1016

61. Given:TAS = 485 kt, HDG (T) = 168°,W/V = 130/75kt.Calculate the Track (°T) and GS?

a) Varies slowly over time

b) Depends on the true heading

c) Depends on the magnetic heading

d) Depends on the type of compass installed

62. What action should be taken by the aircraft station first receiving a distress message?

a) Ask the station to change to frequency 121.5 MHZ.

b) Immediately acknowledge the distress message.

c) Request position of the station in distress.

d) Request the nature of emergency in progress, and request further intentions.

63. What does the phrase 'Verify' mean:

a) Read back VDF bearing

b) Repeat your last transmission

c) Consider that transmission as not sent

d) Check and confirm with originator
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64. What is the maximum speed adjustment that a pilot should be requested to make when under radar control and
established on intermediate and final approach?

a) ± 15 KT

b) ± 20KT

c) ± 25 KT

d) ± 10KT

65. The BEM of an aircraft is 30000 kg.Given the following data calculate the DOM: Catering = 300 kgCrew = 600
kgTrip Fuel = 1200 kg Unusable Fuel = 30 kg Traffic Load = 2500 kg

a) 30930 kg

b) 30900 kg

c) 29100 kg

d) 34630 kg

66. Concerning the TCAS (Traffic Collision Avoidance System):

a) In one of the system modes, the warning: 'PULL UP' is generated

b) In one of the system modes, the warning: 'TOO LOW TERRAIN' is generated

c) Resolution Advisory (RA) must not be followed without obtaining clearance from ATC

d) No protection is available against aircraft not equipped with a serviceable SSR transponder

67. An island appears 45° to the right of the centre line on an airborne weather radar display. What is the true
bearing of the aircraft from the island if at the time of observation the aircraft was on a magnetic heading (MH) of
215° with the magnetic variation (VAR) 21°W?

a) 059°

b) 329°

c) 239°

d) 101°

68. The Maximum Certificated Taxi (or Ramp) Mass is that mass to which an aeroplane may be loaded prior to
engine start. It is:

a) A value which varies with airfield temperature and altitude. Corrections are listed in the Flight Manual.

b) A value which varies only with airfield altitude. Standard corrections are listed in the Flight Manual.

c) A fixed value which is listed in the Flight Manual.

d) A value which is only affected by the outside air temperature. Corrections are calculated from data given in the Flight
Manual.
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69. What is the correct way for the pilot to acknowledge that ATIS Information Golf has been received:

a) Information Golf

b) We have the ATIS Golf

c) We have the Information

d) Weather Golf received

70. Field length is balanced when:

a) Calculated V2 is less than 110% VMCA and V1

b) Take-off distance available equals accelerate stop distance available

c) One engine acceleration from V1 to VLOF plus flare distance between VLOF and 35 feet are equal

d) All engine acceleration to V1 and braking distance for rejected take-off are equal
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Simulazione di Esame
Performance - ATPL - Airline Transport Pilot license, 70 domande in 70 minuti!

QuizVds.it

QuizVds.it offre risorse per lo studio di VDS, PPL(A),PPL(H), Droni, Fonia aeronautica, Parapendio e
Deltaplano.
Visita il sito e scarica l'App per Android o iOS!

QuizVds.it

Schema Risposte
Confronta le risposte fornite con il seguente schema e segna il tuo punteggio!

 01:   B  02:   C  03:   D  04:   D 

 05:   C  06:   D  07:   C  08:   B 

 09:   D  10:   D  11:   A  12:   A 

 13:   B  14:   A  15:   A  16:   A 

 17:   A  18:   A  19:   C  20:   A 

 21:   A  22:   B  23:   C  24:   D 

 25:   D  26:   B  27:   A  28:   B 

 29:   B  30:   C  31:   B  32:   D 

 33:   A  34:   C  35:   A  36:   B 

 37:   D  38:   B  39:   C  40:   C 

 41:   D  42:   A  43:   A  44:   A 

 45:   C  46:   B  47:   B  48:   D 

 49:   A  50:   C  51:   C  52:   B 

 53:   D  54:   A  55:   C  56:   B 

 57:   A  58:   B  59:   A  60:   C 

 61:   C  62:   B  63:   D  64:   B 

 65:   B  66:   D  67:   A  68:   C 

 69:   A  70:   B 
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